
Additional Chapter 1
Incapacity

‘I had no capacity to make this contract’

In Part III of the text, we discussed a number of doctrines that control the contract negoti-
ation process. Some vitiation doctrines focus on the reprehensible behaviour of the party 
seeking to uphold the contract (eg misrepresentation (Chapter 5) and duress (Chapter 8)); 
others focus on the impaired consent of the party seeking to escape the contract (eg mis-
take (Chapter 6)). This chapter examines a further basis for invalidating an otherwise valid 
contract; namely, the claimant’s incapacity to make the contract in question. Recognised 
categories of personal incapacity are infancy and mental incapacity (including those so 
affected by drink or drugs as not to know what they are doing); all others are presumed 
to have the capacity to make a valid contract, although lesser weakness of mind, imma-
turity, inexperience or lack of knowledge may sometimes allow vitiation of the contract 
for undue influence, as an unfair guarantee or as an unconscionable bargain (Chapter 9). 
Other groups whose capacity may be limited include companies and public authorities.

The policy behind these protective limits differs. With regard to personal capacity, 
the respect for the contract parties’ voluntary choices, embodied in the ideal of free-
dom of contract, rests on the broad assumption that adults of sound mind are the best 
judges of their self-interest. If this assumption is falsified, eg one party does not have 
sufficient maturity of judgment or soundness of mind, then any apparent agreement 
between the parties should not be treated as a valid contract. The justification for the 
restrictions on personal contractual capacity is the protection of those whose self-
protective abilities are impaired to an unacceptable degree. It simultaneously restrains 
those who would knowingly exploit incapacitated parties by contracting with them. 
In relation to companies and public authorities, the concern is to protect taxpayers 
and shareholders and creditors respectively.

This protective impulse is of different strengths in different circumstances. 
Moreover, a straightforward response to incapacity is further complicated by the 
countervailing need to:

(i) balance the interests of those who deal with the incapacitated party fairly and 
in good faith (ie in ignorance of the incapacity);

(ii) minimise disruptions to the contractual capacity of those who may be mistakenly 
thought to fall within the protected group (eg the very elderly);

(iii) respect the dignity of incapacitated parties by allowing them as much freedom 
and autonomy as possible; and
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(iv) confine protection to potentially harmful arrangements (and uphold contracts 
beneficial to the incapacitated party).

The upshot is that although an incapacitated party is logically incapable of giving valid 
consent (so that resultant contracts should be void and of no effect), the actual picture is 
far messier. The agreements of incapacitated persons may be void or voidable, unenforce-
able or valid. They may also have some effect in the law of tort, property or unjust enrich-
ment. The capacity of corporations and public authorities is briefly mentioned at the end.

W1.1 Children

The law adopts a strongly protective attitude towards ‘minors’ (persons less than 18 
years of age). The general rule is that contracts entered into by a child are not bind-
ing on him or her unless he or she ratifies them after reaching the age of 18 (‘major-
ity’). However, the contracts of children are not void; they are unenforceable by the 
adult, but enforceable by the child (Proform Sports Management Ltd v Proactive Sports 
Management Ltd (2006)). That is, the contract is binding on the adult; the adult cannot 
escape the contract by pleading the child’s incapacity. There are four exceptions to 
this designed to protect those who have dealt fairly and in good faith with the child, 
and to allow children to benefit from contracts which further their welfare. They are:

(i) contracts to supply necessaries;

(ii) employment and other beneficial contracts;

(iii) contracts involving land, marriage, company shares, or partnerships, which are 
binding unless the child disclaims them (ie voidable); and

(iv) other contracts which are ratified by the child on reaching majority.

Broadly, the effect is that a contract which is on fair terms and which is recognised 
as benefiting the child is binding (eg contracts for necessaries, employment, and the 
management of young pop and sports stars). Although these exceptions remain good 
law, many are outmoded or unnecessary because most of the old cases involved:

• 18 to 21-year-olds who are now regarded as possessing contractual capacity (only 
under-18s are now protected);

• the use of credit which is now largely unavailable to under-18s in the form of 
credit cards; and

•	 contracts described in point (iii) are now extremely unusual, if not downright 
abnormal, for under-18s.

W1.1.1 Contracts to supply ‘necessaries’

Contracts for necessaries are binding if, on the whole, they are beneficial to the child, 
but not binding if their terms are harsh or onerous for the child. Three issues arise:

(i) ‘Necessaries’ is defined widely. It is not confined to essentials of life such as food, 
shelter, clothing, and medical care. Where the contract involves the sale of goods, 
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section 3(3) of the Sale of Goods Act 1979 defines ‘necessaries’ as: ‘goods suitable to 
the condition in life of the minor . . . and to his actual requirements at the time of 
the sale and delivery.’ The common law adopts a similarly liberal approach, paying 
particular attention to the station in life of the child; the higher the status, the greater 
the range of goods and services that may be regarded as necessaries. Thus, in Peters v 
Fleming (1840), rings, pins, and a watch chain were held to be necessaries for an under-
graduate with a rich father. The burden of proof is on the adult supplier to show that the 
goods supplied were (Nash v Inman (1908)):

(a) suitable to the child’s condition in life; and

(b) suitable to his or her actual requirements at the time of the sale and of delivery.

  In Nash, 11 fancy waistcoats for a Cambridge undergraduate were not 
regarded as ‘necessaries’ because he already had enough clothing fitting to 
his position in life. That the same outcome would be reached even if the sup-
plier was ignorant of this fact (Barnes & Co v Toye (1884)) shows that the relief 
is based on protecting children, rather than preventing exploitation.

(ii) Reasonableness: even a contract for necessaries is not binding if it contains harsh 
and oppressive terms so that, taken as a whole, the contract is not for the child’s ben-
efit (Fawcett v Smethurst (1914)). Thus, in Flower v London and North Western Railway 
Co (1894), a contract of carriage, necessary in the circumstances, was void against the 
child because it contained an exemption of liability for injury caused by negligence.

(iii) Contract or unjust enrichment? Section 3 of the Sale of Goods Act 1979 validates only 
fair contracts for necessary goods which are sold and delivered. This leaves goods which are 
sold but not delivered to be governed by the common law. However, the position there is 
unclear. If one takes the view that children do, exceptionally, have the capacity to make 
fair contracts for necessaries, such contracts should be binding even if executory (Roberts v 
Gray (1913)). However, if the child’s obligation to pay for necessaries rests not on contract 
(since he or she has no capacity to make one), but on unjust enrichment of the child at the 
supplier’s expense, then delivery is logically necessary. This view is supported by:

(a) the fact that the child is not bound to pay the contract price but only a rea-
sonable price (ie the value of the enrichment); and

(b) the requirement that the goods must be necessary when delivered. On the 
unjust enrichment view, delivery is logically necessary (Nash v Inman).1

W1.1.2 Employment and other beneficial contracts

On the same reasoning as for contracts for necessaries, contracts that enable a child to 
earn a living or to obtain an education or training are binding as long as they are ben-
eficial to the child on the whole, having regard to all the circumstances (De Francesco 
v Barnum (1889) at 439). This was not so in De Francesco2 where B, when 14 years old, 
became DF’s apprentice dancer for seven years on terms which placed B entirely in the 
power of DF. B could not marry or accept any other professional engagement without 

1  See further P Birks, An Introduction to the Law of Restitution (Clarendon Press, 1985) 436.
2  Contrast Clements v L & NW Rly (1894).
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DF’s consent and would only be paid for any performances she actually gave, while DF 
was not even required to provide her with any work. In any case, many statutes now 
restrict the employment of minors between 13 and 16 years of age.3

Some other contracts beneficial to the child are also enforceable, although the limit 
of this category is unclear. They have included services or analogous contracts for:

• medical care (Gillick v W Norfolk and Wisbech Area Health Authority (1986));

• legal advice (Helps v Clayton (1864));

• car hire to collect the child’s luggage (Fawcett v Smethurst (1914)); and

•	 contracts analogous to those for employment or education (eg a contract to be 
bound by the rules of the British Boxing Board of Control in exchange for a 
boxing licence, Doyle v White City Stadium Ltd (1912); a contract to assign the 
rights in an autobiography, Chaplin v Leslie Frewin (Publishers) Ltd (1966);4 and a 
contract to employ a manager and agent for The Kinks, a group of under-aged 
musicians,Denmark Productions Ltd v Boscobel Productions Ltd (1967)).

On the other hand, not every contract from which a child may benefit is binding 
(Mercantile Union Guarantee Corp Ltd v Ball (1937)). Thus:

✗  a child’s trading contracts are not binding even if they are beneficial (Cowern v 
Nield (1912)).

The traditional justification is that ‘the law will not suffer him to trade, which may be 
his undoing’ (Whywall v Campion (1738)); this is not in issue if he or she exercises some 
profession or calling. In Proform Sports Management Ltd v Proactive Sports Management Ltd & 
Stretford (2007), Wayne Rooney, the professional footballer, signed a deal with the defend-
ant football agent when he was just 15 years old. The court rejected the defendant’s argu-
ment that the contract was one for necessaries. As the agreement for representation was 
not necessary for Rooney to obtain a living, but was a trading contract, it was voidable.

In contrast with the uncertain enforceability at common law of executory contracts for 
the supply of necessary goods (see W1.1.1(iii)), executory contracts for the supply of neces-
sary services in the nature of apprenticeships or of education are enforceable against the 
child. In Roberts v Gray (1913), the Court of Appeal found a child liable to pay damages 
when he failed to perform a contract to go on tour with a professional billiard player. This 
is inconsistent with the view that the child’s liability is restitutionary rather than con-
tractual. Statutory apprenticeships created under the Apprenticeships, Skills, Children 
and Learning Act 2009 are treated as employment contracts rather than apprenticeships.

W1.1.3 Contracts involving land, marriage settlements, company shares and 
partnerships

There are four instances where a child who contracts for an interest in a subject matter 
of a permanent nature will be bound, unless he or she repudiates it before or within 

3  Children and Young Persons Act 1933, s 18(1); Employment of Children Act 1973, s 1(3); and Children 
(Protection at Work) (No 2) Regulations (SI 2000/2548), reg 2(1).

4  Charlie Chaplin’s son sought to repudiate the assignment of his autobiography, entitled I Couldn’t Smoke 
the Grass on My Father’s Lawn and written by ghostwriters because it portrayed him as a ‘depraved creature’.
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a reasonable time of attaining majority. This is the position even if the child does not 
know of his or her right to repudiate (Edwards v Carter (1893)). They are contracts:

(i) to buy or lease land;

(ii) for marriage settlements;

(iii) to buy shares in a company;

(iv) to enter a partnership.

These contracts are voidable (ie being valid unless repudiated). A child is bound by 
any obligations accruing before his or her repudiation. For example, a child is liable 
for rent until the lease is given up (Blake v Concannon (1870)), and for calls on shares 
until they are repudiated (Steinberg v Scala (Leeds) Ltd (1923) at 463). However, a child 
partner is not liable for debts incurred by the partnership, but neither is he or she enti-
tled to share in the partnership assets until its debts are cleared (Lovell and Christmas 
v Beauchamp (1894)).

The justification for treating these contracts as voidable (binding unless repudiated) 
rather than unenforceable (not binding unless ratified) is that the child is acquiring 
an interest in the subject matter of a permanent nature to which continuing obliga-
tions are attached, so that it would be unjust to allow him or her to retain the interest 
without fulfilling the corresponding obligations (Davies v Benyon Harris (1931)).

The interest acquired by the child under the contract may be equitable rather than 
legal (Kingston Upon Thames v Prince (1999)). This can put lessors, who hold the prop-
erty on trust for the child, in an uncomfortable position. In Alexander-David v London 
Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham (2009), the Court of Appeal held that local 
authorities performing their statutory duty to house homeless persons between the 
age of 16 and 17 cannot rely on their contractual rights to serve notice of termination 
of a tenancy. The local authority held the tenancy on trust, and could not terminate 
the minor’s equitable interest in this manner.

W1.1.4 Other contracts

Contracts not belonging in the previous categories (sale of necessaries, employment, and 
other beneficial contracts and contracts involving land, marriage, company shares, and 
partnerships) are unenforceable against the child unless positively ratified by the child 
on reaching majority (Williams v Moor (1843)). However, the contract is enforceable by 
the child although he or she cannot claim specific performance (Flight v Boland (1824)).

W1.1.5 Restitution to children

If a child has already paid the adult under a contract not binding on her, she cannot 
recover their money unless they can establish a separate ground for restitution such as 
‘total failure of consideration’. In Steinberg v Scala (Leeds) Ltd (1923), the infant claim-
ant’s contract to buy company shares was set aside, but her claim for restitution of her 
payment for the shares failed because she could not establish total failure of considera-
tion. She had been allotted the shares and could have made a profit on them had she 
sold them although she did not.
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W1.1.6 The liability of children

A contract not binding on the child may still incur non-contractual liabilities by the 
child to the other party.

(i) Passing of ownership in property: where the adult transferor intends to pass owner-
ship of, and delivers, the property to the transferee, this is effective to transfer ownership 
in the property even if the transferor’s reason for doing so is mistaken (ie he or she believes 
that the transferee is an adult, Stocks v Wilson (1913)). This protects third parties who buy 
the property from the child; they need not return the property to the original trans-
feror. However, ownership in property can also pass from a child (Chaplin v Leslie Frewin 
(Publishers) Ltd; this is also assumed by the Minors’ Contracts Act 1987, s 3(1)). This 
entails the somewhat contradictory proposition that while children have no capacity to 
make a contract (under which property may pass), they do have the capacity to pass prop-
erty. Recovery by the adult depends on the law of unjust enrichment (see (iii) and (iv)).

(ii) Liability in tort: in principle, a child is liable for any conduct which can be con-
strued as a tort. However, if such conduct occurs in the shadow of a contract which is 
unenforceable against the child, it is only actionable if the conduct can be construed as 
something different from (independent of) his or her mere failure to perform or breach 
in performing the contract. Otherwise, the protection of contract law could be circum-
vented by granting the adult tortious remedies. For example, a child who fraudulently 
misrepresents his or her age to obtain a loan cannot be made liable for damages in the 
tort of deceit (Leslie Ltd v Sheill (1914)), since this would amount to indirect enforcement 
of the unenforceable loan. Tortious liability was also rejected where a child hired a car 
to collect his bag from the station, but met a friend and drove on further where the 
car caught fire; the extra journey was not outside the scope of the contract (Fawcett v 
Smethurst (1914)). In contrast, tortious liability in trespass was accepted where a child 
hired a mare ‘merely for a ride’, and was strictly instructed ‘not to jump or lark with her’, 
but lent her to a friend who killed her by jumping her (Burnard v Haggis (1863)).

(iii) Liability in restitution: a child may nevertheless incur obligations to make res-
titution to an adult in respect of any enrichment derived from the adult’s contractual 

Counterpoint

1. the traditional requirement that there must be total failure of consideration (ie the child 

must have received nothing of the performance for which he or she has paid) has been 

undermined and is unlikely to hold in future (see 13.4.2).

2. the child should be able to recover the money paid so long as (i) he or she can return or 

pay compensation for what he or she has received, and (ii) such return does not amount to 

indirect enforcement of the contract.

3. payments under a contract set aside for incapacity should be returned simply because they 

are unjustified or undue. if restitution is available for contracts tainted by more inchoate 

impairments found in undue influence and unconscionability cases, then it should logically 

be available for contracts tainted by infancy.
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Pause for reflection

1. the section confers a very wide judicial discretion. While this may be criticised for injecting 

uncertainty, it does so in an area of the law where the promotion of commercial certainty 

is less of a concern.

2. the section widens the scope of restitution over that available under equity since fraud by 

the child is unnecessary.

performance. This is subject to the concern already noted to avoid indirect enforce-
ment of the invalid contract by the back door, as would happen if a child is ordered to 
repay a loan (Leslie v Sheill) or to pay a reasonable price for unnecessary goods and ser-
vices (Lemprière v Lange (1879)). However, this concern has sometimes gone too far, as in 
Cowern v Nield (1912) where a child was allowed to keep the money paid to him for hay, 
which he contracted but failed to deliver. To require restitution of the money would not 
have amounted to indirect enforcement of the contract; it would merely reverse unjust 
enrichment. In any case, equity can give relief if the child has acted fraudulently. Thus, 
the proposition in Leslie v Sheill must be qualified. As Lord Sumner said (at 618):

[W]hen an infant obtained an advantage by falsely stating himself to be of full 

age, equity required him to restore his ill gotten gains, or to release the party de-

ceived from obligations or acts in law induced by the fraud, but scrupulously 

stopped short of enforcing against him the contractual obligation, entered into 

while he was an infant and, even by means of a fraud (emphasis added).

The law’s strongly protective attitude towards children is further instanced by 
the fact that the child’s restitutionary obligation only lasts so long as the money 
or property or their proceeds remains in his or her hands (Stocks v Wilson (1913) 
at 247). Even a fraudulent child can only be made to ‘give back’ what is left; he 
or she cannot be made to ‘pay for’ the property received under the invalid con-
tract.5 In Leslie v Sheill, a child fraudulently misrepresented his age to obtain a 
loan, which he completely used up. The Court of Appeal rejected the suggestion 
that the child should repay the amount he received but accepted that, in prin-
ciple, equity could compel restitution of any enrichment still surviving in the 
child’s hands. The child can even be compelled to give up the proceeds from sale 
of property fraudulently acquired on the principle of following (ie tracing) the 
property (Stocks v Wilson).

(iv) Restitutionary liability under the Minors’ Contracts Act 1987: section 3(1) 
of the 1987 Act provides the most important means of ordering children to make 
restitution where the contract is not binding. Accordingly, ‘the court may, if it is just 
and equitable to do so’, order the child to transfer to any other party ‘any property 
acquired’ by the child under the contract or ‘any property representing it’.

5  Contrast the law of unjust enrichment where bad faith defendants are disqualified from the change 
of position defence.
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W1.2 Mental incapacity, drink and drugs

Three categories can be distinguished:

(i) A person lacking capacity under section 2 of the Mental Capacity Act 2005 
(MCA): such a person is ‘unable to make a decision for himself in relation to the mat-
ter’ at the time the contract is made, whether the impairment is permanent or tempo-
rary. Section 3(1) describes this impairment in terms of the inability:

(a) to understand the information relevant to the decision;

(b) to retain that information;

(c) to use or weigh that information as part of the process of making the deci-
sion; or

(d) to communicate his or her decision (whether by talking, using sign language, 
or any other means).

According to s 3(4), the relevant information relates to the reasonably foresee-
able consequences of:

(a) deciding one way or another; or

(b) failing to make the decision.

Under the MCA, as under the common law, capacity is not judged ‘globally’ but 
instead ‘in relation to the decision or activity in question’ (Baroness Hale in 
Dunhill v Burgin (Nos 1 and 2) (2014)).

The MCA also gives a new Court of Protection the power to make declarations 
as to a person’s capacity and ability to contract (s 15). Under previous legislation, 
such persons were absolutely incapable of disposing of property, even during a 
lucid interval (Re Walker (1905)), and the general view is that they were also inca-
pable of making contracts in line with the clear protective purpose of the legisla-
tion and the court’s control over the property (Chitty at para 9-099). However, the 
mentally incompetent remains liable to pay a reasonable price for necessaries (s 7).

3. it may be difficult to determine whether any current asset of the child is ‘property rep-

resenting’ the original property acquired. aside from simple swaps, or clean sale of the 

property and purchase of another, the process of ‘tracing’ property into its products can be 

extremely complicated (eg where money received is mixed with the child’s own money in a 

bank account, or if the child uses the money received from A as part-payment for property 

under another contract with B which is also invalid for infancy; A and B may then both 

claim the property). Courts are likely to restrict liability to fairly clear cases to avoid these 

difficulties and to minimise the risk of indirectly enforcing the invalid contract.

4. the law Commission suggests that courts may order restitution of the property unless the 

child pays the reasonable price fixed by the court (Law of Contract: Minors’ Contracts (law 

Com report no 134, 1984), para 4.21). this would allow the court to substitute a reason-

able price for the over-price charged by the invalid contract.
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The MCA does not displace the common law. While the MCA’s definition of 
capacity is in line with the existing common law standards, judges are only free 
to adopt the MCA’s definition if it is appropriate given the usual approach taken 
by the common law to the contract in question.6 In Re L (Vulnerable Adults with 
Capacity: Court’s Jurisdiction) (No 2) (2012), the Court of Appeal upheld Theis 
J’s decision that the courts’ inherent jurisdiction to protect vulnerable adults 
existed alongside the MCA. Therefore a person with capacity under the MCA 
might still be ‘deprived of the capacity to make the relevant decision, or disa-
bled from making a free choice, or incapacitated or disabled from giving or 
expressing a real and genuine consent by reason of such things as constraint, 
coercion, undue influence or other vitiating factor’.

(ii) Those incapacitated by mental infirmity, drink and drugs: a contract is still 
voidable by a party not declared to be incapacitated under the MCA if he or she can 
prove that:7

(a) he or she did not understand the general nature of what they were doing; and

(b) his or her impairment was known to the other party.

The same principles apply to incapacity by reason of drunkenness (Pitt v Smith (1811); 
Matthews v Baxter (1873)) and should logically extend to those incapacitated by other 
intoxicating substances. As Millett LJ said in Barclay’s Bank plc v Schwartz (1995), drunk-
enness, like mental incapacity, deprives a person of both an understanding of the nature 
of the transaction and the awareness that he or she does not understand it. Nevertheless, 
section 7 of the MCA imposes a liability on the incapacitated person to pay a reasonable 
price for ‘necessaries’. The Supreme Court has recently affirmed the requirement that the 
impairment be known to the other party if the contract is to be voidable at common law.8

6  See comments of Munby J in Local Authority X v MM (an adult) (2007) at [79]–[80].
7  Imperial Loan Co v Stone (1892); Gore v Gibson (1843); Archer v Cutler (1985).
8  Dunhill v Burgin (Nos 1 & 2) (2014) at [25]–[26].
9  Scots law does not require knowledge, John Loudon & Co v Elder’s CB (1923).

Pause for reflection

1. the requirement of knowledge of mental incapacity9 may leave the incapacitated per-

son with insufficient protection. it is inconsistent with the absence of this requirement in  

cases of infancy. it is also hard to square with the justification for intervention based on 

the claimant’s lack of capacity to understand the general nature of the contract, which 

has nothing to do with the other party’s knowledge of it. moreover, by analogy with the 

doctrine of non est factum (see 6.4.2), the contract should be void and not just voidable, 

irrespective of the other party’s knowledge.

2. the knowledge requirement pushes incapacity to the background, for the contract can 

be avoided, without relying on the incapacity, simply by reference to the objective test 

of intentions; the enforcing party’s knowledge of the other party’s incapacity is merely 

knowledge that the latter’s consent does not really count.
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(iii) Impairments short of incapacity: the Privy Council said in Hart v O’Connor 
(1985) that an insane person who appears sane can rely on the independent and sepa-
rate ground of unconscionability (see 9.4) which relieves abnormal mental weaknesses 
even short of incapacity. Undue influence (see 9.2) may also apply.

W1.3 Companies

The primary justification for limiting the capacity of non-natural persons such as 
companies and public authorities is the protection of those on whose behalf these 
bodies act: shareholders and lenders in the case of companies, and taxpayers in the 

3. an alternative explanation for the knowledge requirement may lie in the concern to avoid 

infantilising the elderly who, having more assets, require more freedom of disposition than 

children. for, if the transactions of apparently sane but actually incompetent persons were 

to be voidable, people might be reluctant to deal with the class of persons likely to fall into 

that category without first requiring insulting medicals or the consent of their families who 

might otherwise challenge the transactions.10

4. two factors mitigate the potential harshness of the knowledge requirement.

(i) knowledge of incapacity is easily inferred, especially from the unfairness of the exchange.11

(ii) relief may be available under the related jurisdictions of undue influence and uncon-

scionability where constructive knowledge of lesser bargaining impairment is enough. 

it seems anomalous to require actual knowledge of a more serious impairment. for 

example, in Ayres v Hazelgrove (1984), an 84-year-old widow with senile dementia sold 

paintings worth £6,000–7,000 for £40 to a young bric-a-brac dealer who professed his 

ignorance of her incapacity. the contract was set aside both for incapacity (because he 

must have known of her incapacity) and as an unconscionable bargain.

5. more broadly, the focus on a contract party’s knowledge of the other party’s incapacity 

to determine the validity of a contract has been criticized as failing to give effect to social 

interests such as the protection of dignity (e Varney, ‘redefining contractual capacity? the 

un Convention on the rights of persons with disabilities and the incapacity defence in 

english contract law’ (2017) 37 legal studies 493). article 12 of the un Convention on the 

rights of persons with disabilities requires that ‘persons with disabilities enjoy legal capac-

ity on an equal basis with others in all aspects of life’ and obliges states to ‘take appropriate 

measures to provide access for persons with disabilities to the support they may require in 

exercising their legal capacity’.

10  P Birks and N Y Chin, ‘On the Nature of Undue Influence’ in J Beatson and D Friedmann (eds), Good 
Faith and Fault in Contract Law (Clarendon Press, 1995) 91.

11  A H Hudson, ‘Mental Incapacity Revisited’ [1986] The Conveyancer and Property Lawyer 178.
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case of public authorities. However, the law must balance their interests with those 
who deal in good faith with the company or public authority.

A company is a legal person separate and distinct from its shareholders. But its 
capacity to act is limited by the objects for which the company is set up, which are 
contained in the company’s memorandum of association. If the company acts outside 
its objects, such acts are ultra vires (beyond its powers or capacity). Contracts which 
are ultra vires the company are void (Ashbury Railway Carriage and Iron Co v Riche 
(1875)). The ultra vires rule is not only a logical corollary of statutory incorporation, 
but is also necessary to protect the shareholders and lenders who rely on the objects 
clause to limit ‘the purposes to which their money can be applied’ (Sinclair v Brougham 
(1918) at 520).

However, the rule caused considerable hardship to good faith parties dealing with 
the company who found they could neither enforce contracts nor, prior to the recog-
nition of restitutionary claims, recover money or other benefits transferred under the 
contracts (Sinclair v Brougham and Re Jon Beauforte (London) Ltd (1953)). Article 9 of the 
First Directive on Company Law (68/151/EEC) requires Member States to ensure secu-
rity of transactions between companies and those with whom they transact. Sections 
39–42 of the Companies Act 2006 abolished the ultra vires rule as regards parties who 
deal in good faith with the company so that their contracts are valid and enforceable. 
Under section 39(1), the ‘validity of an act done by a company shall not be called into 
question on the ground of lack of capacity by reason of anything in the company’s 
constitution’. Moreover, section 31(1) of the 2006 Act now provides that ‘[u]nless a 
company’s articles specifically restrict the objects of the company, its objects are unre-
stricted’. Section 171 imposes a statutory duty on the directors to act in accordance 
with the company’s constitution.

W1.4 Public authorities

Similarly, the powers of public authorities are necessarily confined by the functions 
which the authority has been created to perform. The purpose of the ultra vires rule 
is to protect the public funds entrusted to such bodies. For example, at common law, 
ultra vires contracts of local authorities are void (Hazell v Hammersmith & Fulham LBC 
(1992)). Again, the rule can inflict grave hardship on unwary parties who deal with an 
authority not knowing of its want of power. However, the effect of the rule has been 
reduced by section 1 of the Localism Act 2011, which creates a presumption that a 
local authority has unlimited powers except where there is a specific restriction on it in 
a statute (although subject to certain limits in sections 2 and 4). Furthermore, the law 
of unjust enrichment, which allows recovery of money paid and property transferred 
under void contracts unless this would amount to indirect enforcement of the con-
tract, has long mitigated the impact of the ultra vires rule. In Westdeutsche Landesbank 
Girozentrale v Islington LBC (1996), the parties entered into interest rate swap agree-
ments designed partly to generate income. Payments were made both ways under the 
agreements. When such transactions were held to be ultra vires for the local authori-
ties (rendering them void and unenforceable), the banks were allowed to recover the 
net sum of over £1 million paid plus interest. In Haugesund Kommune v Depfa ACS Bank 
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(2010), a Norwegian local authority entered into an interest rate swap agreement that 
was alleged to be ultra vires. Under Norwegian law, the authority did not have capacity 
to enter the swaps contract, and the contracts were accordingly held to be ultra vires. 
The contracts were void, but recovery by way of restitution was allowed. The ultra vires 
rule has also been modified by the Local Government (Contracts) Act 1997 for certain 
long-term services contracts. These are enforceable where a local authority has issued 
a certificate stating that it has power to enter into the contract.

THIS C HAP TE R IN ESSE NC E

1 The law contains several rules which limit the contractual capacity of natu-
ral persons (children and those affected by mental disorder, drink, or drugs) 
and of non-natural persons (companies and public authorities). These restric-
tions are justified by the need to protect those whose self-protective abilities 
are impaired to an unacceptable extent; and to protect those on whose behalf 
companies or public authorities act.

2 There are three exceptions to the general rule that a child’s contract is unen-
forceable against the child (it is enforceable against the adult), unless it is ratified 
by the child on reaching majority:

(i) children must pay a reasonable price for ‘necessaries’;

(ii) children are bound by employment and certain other contracts which are 
beneficial for the child as a whole; and

(iii) certain contracts which confer on the child an interest in permanent subject 
matter, such as land or shares, are voidable (ie binding unless the child repu-
diates the contract before or within a reasonable time of attaining majority).

3 Children cannot claim restitution of payments made unless they can satisfy 
the independent ground of total failure of consideration. However, children 
can pass property, or incur liability in tort or restitution. Further, they may 
be ordered to restore property acquired under a contract under the Minors’ 
Contracts Act 1987.

4 Persons lacking mental capacity under the Mental Capacity Act 2005 cannot 
make enforceable contracts. Otherwise, a party’s impairment due to mental 
disorder, drink, or drugs renders a contract voidable if:

(i) it is known to the other party; or

(ii) the incapacitated person can establish undue influence or an unconscionable 
bargain.

5 The general ultra vires rule that a contract which is outside the powers of a com-
pany is void is practically abolished in relation to third parties who deal in good 
faith with the company. The Companies Act 2006 prevents the validity of an 
act done by a company from being called into question on the ground of lack 
of capacity by reason of anything in the company’s constitution.
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6 The general ultra vires rule that a contract which is outside the powers of a 
public authority is void is reduced by the statutory presumption under the 
Localism Act 2011 that a local authority has unlimited powers except where 
there is a specific restriction on it in a statute. Its effects are mitigated by the 
recognition of a restitutionary claim to recover money or property transferred 
under the void contract and by the Local Government (Contracts) Act 1997 
which validates ‘certified contracts’.

QU ESTIONS

1 ‘it seems odd that children are better protected than mental incompetents.’ discuss.

2 even if a contract is invalid for incapacity, that is not the end of the story; other legal 

consequences may attach.’ discuss.

3 yoko suffers from senile dementia; she sells jewellery to Zita, a bric-a-brac dealer, for £100 

although it is valued at £30,000. advise yoko. What further facts do you need to know?

For hints on how to answer these questions, please see the online resources at 
www.oup.com/uk/chenwishart6e/
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